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Aristotle: „Physics”
• § 1 ·When the objects of an inquiry, in any 

department, have pr inciples, causes, of 
elements, it is through acquaintance with these 
that knowledge and understanding is attained. 
For we do not think that we know a thing until we 
are acquainted with its primary causes or first 
principles, and have carried our analysis as far 
as its elements. Plainly, therefore, in the science 
of nature too our first task will be to try to 
determine what relates to i ts pr inciples.

184 a17-184 a21 
• The natural way of doing this is to start from the 

things which are more knowable and clear to us 
and proceed towards those which are clearer and 
more knowable by nature; for the same things 
are not knowable relatively to us and knowable
without qualification. So we must follow this 
method and advance from what is more obscure 
by nature, but clearer to us, towards what is more 
c l e a r  a n d  m o r e k n o w a b l e  b y  n a t u r e .

Aristotle (384 – 322 boe)

http://www.filosofia.unimi.it/zucchi/NuoviFile/Barnes%20%20-%20Physics.pdf



Aristotle

• Further, no one could say why a thing once set in motion
should stop any-where; for why should it stop here rather than
here? So that a thing will either be at rest or must be moved ad 
infinitum, unless something more powerful gets in its way. 

(Physics, 215 a19 - 215 a21)
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First law of Newton
or principle of inertia
by John Buridian (~1300 DC)

Third law of mechanics
by Cartesius:

„In a collision, a body looses
as much of Its momentum as
the second body gains.”



Copernicus (1473-1543)

De Revolutionibus orbium coelestis, Norimberga, 1543
G. Karwasz, Toruński poręcznik do fizyki. IV Fizyka współczesna, UMK 2020.



De Revolutionibus: (first?) experimental & 
deductive treaty

http://ads.harvard.edu/books/1543droc.book/1543droc5.pdf
.

Three (?) movements of Earth Venus’s motion



Galileo Galilei (1564 – 1642)

Satellites of Jupiter

Phases of Venus

But still much like
Plato’s dialogues



Newton (1643/44 - 1727)

Written in Latin, what allowed great diffision all over Europe

He did „everything” here:

- Three laws of dynamics
- Centripetal force
- Gravity
- Frequency of a string
- Defined viscosity
- Defined aerodynamics
- Derived Kepler’s laws
- Explainted comet’s

https://books.google.pl/books/about/Philosophiae_Naturalis_Principia_Mathema.html



Sum of vectors

„Corpus” maintains its
state of „quiet” or moving
uniformly in one direction,
as long no forces change
its state.

Projectile preserves its
motion provided the air
resistance makes it
retard or the gravity does
not change it. 

Quite easy to understand.
Why modern school books
make it complicated?

Still in use, but nobody says that
it comes from Newton



It is still much „Eucleidian”, i.e. geometrical

He derived centripetal force
via geometrical reasoning.

In a similar way Archimedes
evaluated 3 & 1/7 <  п < 3 & 11/71 



but also experimental & astronomical

Concise & objective
(even funny) Newton’s
life



Primary school (Italy)

anatomy

every-day
technical
application

Tarquinia VII cent. BC
two 5-hole flutes

zoology

physical
principle

natural phenomena: echo

& its technical application

experiment to do home

M. Ersilia, I. Zanchi, M. Callieri, F. Presenza, A. Rocca, M. A. La Piana
Crescere insieme. Sussidio per 5 classe. Editrice La Scuola, Bresica 1976



Electromagnetism: Italy

Quite high mathematical skills
& high level physical concepts

This is Thompson’s
„discovery” of electron
i.e. measurement e/m



Electrostatics: Italy

Too many examples
Nadmiar poglądowości prowadzi 
do infantylności (K. Sośnicki) 



Magnetostatics: not so easy to explain



Italy: quite formal, but precise teaching

Field of a dipole ~ 1/r3 Field of solenoid is not uniform



Electromagnetism: Belgium/ France

A. Karbowski, G. Karwasz, BUILDING CURRICULA – WHAT TO DO AND WHAT NOT TO DO?

Examples On Electromagnetism From Recent Polish Textbooks Vs Mosem Project

Nature

History

Experiment

Technical
applications

Initial
notions



• The review
of German
school book



• Description of the shape of 
magnetic field lines inside and 
outside the coil. 

• The magnetic filed is similar to 
that from a bar magnet.

• Where is North magnetic pole 
students should know using the 
right-hand grip rule learned in 
gymnasium few years ago.

• Next we can read what is an 
electromagnet and where it is 
applied in technics, what is 
electrodynamic force and how to 
use Fleming’s left-handle rule. 

• All this resumed on two pages. 
The book shows schemes, but 
not real examples or photos.



Physik

5th to 10th class



Physics is practical science



Physics is interdisciplinary science



Physics around us



Duden: Great scientists



Branches and applications of physics



Physics vs technology



Physical quantities



Atomic structure of matter



Measurement and interpretation



Reality → model → mathematical description →
solution → interpretation → reality



P. Hewitt „Physics around us”

P. Hewitt, Conceptual Physics, 1967
Wyd. pol. Fizyka wokół nas, PWN 2012

G. Karwasz, M. Sadowska, K. Rochowicz
Toruński poręcznik do fizyki, UMK 2010



II (and III) Law of Newton

Podczas zderzenia samochodu z ciężarówką siły 
ich wzajemnego oddziaływania są jednakowe. Czy 
uszkodzenia są takie same? @ P.G. Hewitt, 
Fizyka wśród nas

Siła odrzutu armaty jest taka sama jak siła 
wywierana na pocisk. Dlaczego zatem pocisk ma 
większe przyspieszenie? @ P.G. Hewitt, Fizyka 
wśród nas

ma
m a ma

m a

ma = m a

- AKCJA – REAKCJA PRZY różnych MASACH: deskorolki?



Fyzika around us

http://dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/zabawki1/index-en.html



Interactive Physics (Belgium/ Holland)

Book + multimedia

Really collective
work

„social competences”
Does anybody understand it?

What is the „dead-line” for AC?
GK „Pstryczek: electricity is lethal



Interactive Physics (Belgium/ Holland)

Equipotential surface

Does is serve anything?
No, nothing. Only fun!

Komensky: tell some funny story
GK Ludic function in didactics
Emotional fixing of intelect

GK, J, Chojnacka What is the shape of Earth „ball”
Geography in School, 2011; Foton 2011



Modern Physics

Lawrence Lerner, Physics for scientists and engineers, Jones & Balrett, 1996

Time dilatation: „drop an eye”
(in movement)



Black body

Lawrence Lerner, Physics for scientists and engineers, Jones & Barlett, 1996

„resonant cavity”

I=σT 4

Stephan-Boltzmann
Experimental law

λmaxT=ε

Wien law
(experimental)

Rayleigh-Jeans

so small difference

and Planck’s
formula you will 
find in internet



Nuclear physics

Problem: lifetimes of nuclides change from second to billion 
years. Why so much?

G. Karwasz, Toruński po-ręcznik do fizyki. Part IV. Modern Physics and Astrophysics



because of Quantum Physics

α-decay is tunneling through a potential barrier

Probability of transmission depends
very strongly on barrier’s width

G. Karwasz, Toruński po-ręcznik do fizyki. Part IV. Modern Physics and Astrophysics

By the way, the wave does reflect also
from a well
Model: phet.colorado.edu



Look into detail

Lawrence Lerner, Physics for scientists and engineers, Jones & Barlett, 1996

Uranium isotopes lifetime

Uranium 238U decay modes
Note low energy of γ-rays

Also plutonium has low γ-energies
But is extremely (chemically) poisonous



We may check it in excellent book
• CRC Handbook of Physics and Chemistry: 

a „Bibble” of the researcher

4.27 MeV

1.2 bln yrs

https://books.google.pl/books?redir_esc=y&id=c1rNBQAAQBAJ&q=nuclides#v=snippet&q=nuclides&f=false

β+



Excellent also in chemistry

https://books.google.pl/books?redir_esc=y&id=c1rNBQAAQBAJ&q=nuclides#v=snippet&q=nuclides&f=false



Open University: Introducing Science



Open University: Introducing Science



Reference to social sensitivity

Part I Climate changes



Tranversal competences

„walking” everage



Requiring only what was taught

Scientific notation

Systematic
error

How to make 
evaluation



Ilustrative, step-by-step, resolving doubts

http://dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/zabawki1/files/mech/sprezyny.jpg

Energy and LIght



Inter-disciplinary, involving

„Life in the Universe”

paleontology

climatology



Exotic, visible real pre-life

„Life in the Universe”

stromatolites
Western Australia

sandstone?
Glued with?

volcanic chimneys = lab of evolution

This series is available at IF UMK library

See also: Nick Lane, Life ascending



and now we move to astronomy

„Life in the Universe”

The most beautiful picture apart He lines

Many methods to search exo-planets



Demtröder: „Experimental Physics”

Why high tides occur on the
„other” side of Earth?

Center of revolution Moon-Earth
d = ¾ R

https://opencaching.pl/viewcache.php?cacheid=47297

These are both Earth and Moon
that rotate, every 28 days, around
the common center of mass
(that is 1700 km below Earth surface



Earth’s shape and ocean tides

Kopernik: „why water stays
on (spherical) Earth?

What is the shape of Earth?
„Geoid”? This us tautology

https://scijinks.gov/tides/

?

Why high tides occur on other side of Earth?

The shape is equi-potential surface of gravity
+ centrifugal potential



„Experimental physics”

Why tops are flat or slim?

dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/zabawki1/files/mech/giro-en.html Domtröder, Experimental Physics

K. Służewski, G. Karwasz,
Fizyka i zabawki - wyjść poza fenomenologię.O żyroskopach, systemie słonecznym i momencie pędu,
Fizyka w Szkole, 3/2014, 25-32.
(wersja multimedialna)



Kittel: Solid state physics

• Why gold is transparent and green in thin foils?

•

• Because alkali metals are transparent in UV

Berlin glass with Au-nanodroplets
(photo GK)



Kittel: Solid state physics

Plasma resonant frequency

Plasma reflects EM radiation
So the ionosphere allows radio transmission in
short-wave range over the globe
Dielectric constant may be negative (or better: is
always complex number)
„plasmons” = collective oscillations of electrons



De Haas – van Alphen effect

is a quantum mechanical effect in which the magnetic 
susceptibility of a pure metal crystal oscillates as the 
intensity of the magnetic field B is increased. 

Even in wiki so little!



Einstein: this is experiment which verifies the validity of the theory
Karwasz: no valid experiment is posible without reading some theory before

„Landau – Lifshitz – Pitaevskij”



Conclusions

• Books present infinity of didactical and cognitive 
solutions

• Book, ordered on a shell is the quickest (apart from own 
brain) the source of information

• Reading a book brings usually unexpected surprises

• „Didactics” = searching of nodes in learning, can be 
beautifully executed by „random” comparison of books

• Do not hesitate to search in unknown sectors

• Some books, like „Feynman”, „Landau-Lifshitz-Pitaevski”
are classics, like Dante and Shakespeare

• Own library is a treasure, more than bank account

Thank you


